The Stewed Cheese Challenge

The Challenge is an annual tradition, wherein the Human who has consumed the greatest amount of Stewed Cheese that year in one sitting, after first consuming any main course with side and then lived ten consecutive days thereafter is crowned the winner. The award for such accomplishment is a Magnum of finest Champagne and Trophy.

With the Elegant trophy comes the right to be a complete braggart for the year.

The rules are simple and outlined below:

• All entrants must register with an adjudicator / member of the waiting team (the adjudicators decisions are final)

• Each entrant may enrol for multiple attempts – but can only make one attempt per day

• Entrants have from opening until the restaurant closes to complete the challenge – unfinished tins will be discounted

• Any vomiting will be cleaned by the entrant or their ward

• In the case of a tie, entrants will either take to the courtyard and duel till Death or be forced into the Head to Head final during our Christmas festivities. Inability to attend the Head to Head will result in forfeiture